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Understanding the Relevance of Error

Human Factors in Pattern Evidence:

Recognition Systems and Likelihood

Rates in a Digital World

How the OSAC Physics/Pattern SAC

Ratios to Express Score Probabilities
Under Competing Hypotheses
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referred to as systematic errors. However, with
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ysis, can be influenced by various cognitive,
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duced error can be evaluated by a statistical

pretation of pattern evidence requires hu-
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man judgment, which involves subjective

digital evidence is not purely seeking if two arti-

decision-making. This panel will discuss

facts are from the same source, instead, digital

practical considerations for implementing

evidence seeks to show or imply actions by an

measures to mitigate the effects of various

uncontrollable environments via available
technologies, which place a strong requirement on the analytic tools and personnel since the opportunity to recapture
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voice samples after the fact is non-
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speech energy/signal process of the en-

gether seasoned digital evidence professionals

tire speech chain, from the human source
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to the analysis of the resultant digital data, various speech capture ….
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